OWL ORNAMENT

Created by Leslie Schucker for Dimensions®
Intermediate project, which can be completed in 4 hours or less

Supplies Needed
• Wool flat felt:
Dimensions® Cheddar 73350, Teal 72-73978, Aqua 73353
Khaki 72-73660, Black 73345 and White 73436
• Acrylic yarn: variegated aqua, dark teal, and blue tweed
• Embroidery floss to match the felt colors
• Embroidery needle
• Stuffing

Instructions
NOTE: Use all six strands of floss unless otherwise instructed.

1. Use the patterns to cut out the felt pieces.
2. Back stitch the top edges of the ovals to the body with aqua floss. Overlap the ovals slightly.
3. Back stitch the wings to the body along the outside edge only, using teal floss.
4. For the eyes, attach the black piece to the white piece with a black floss French knot. Appliqué the white eye pieces to the teal face piece with 1 strand of white floss. Appliqué the face to the one body piece with 1 strand of teal floss.
5. Back stitch the beak to the body with cheddar floss.
6. For each ear tuft, make three 1" loops of dark teal yarn. For the hanger, make a 3" loop of the variegated aqua yarn. Tack them in place on the back body piece with 1 strand of teal floss.
7. Cut thirteen 6" pieces of each of the yarns. Tie twelve of the pieces in the middle with the remaining piece. Trim the tie to 1" and tack it to the back body piece.
8. Whip stitch the front and back of the owl together with 1 strand of khaki floss, inserting the stuffing as you work.
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